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Abstract 

 

Rust diseases (leaf, stripe and stem rust) of wheat constitute a major threat to wheat production worldwide including 

Romania. Durable rusts resistance is a significant component for food security and combining/pyramiding of rusts 

resistance genes into new wheat cultivars is the main strategy to increase durability of resistance. This work reports a 

gene pyramiding wheat breeding approach assisted by DNA markers used to develop new breeding rust resistant lines. 

In this study 60 breeding lines were analyzed for the presence of resistant haplotypes Lr34/Yr18//Sr57/Ltn1, 

Lr37/Yr17/Sr38, Lr46/ Yr29//Sr58/Ltn2 and Lr68/Ltn4 using DNA markers. The results showed that 17 wheat breeding 

lines carried the Lr genes pyramided in homozygous or heterozygous state, other 13 lines carried only one Lr gene, 

while 30 breeding lines had no resistant alleles Lr, from the analyzed Lr genes. In homozygous state we found the 

following combinations: Lr34+Lr37 (one line); Lr37+Lr46 (six lines), Lr37+Lr68 (one line) and only one line, GCO2-

12, with three resistant alleles in homozygous state Lr34+Lr37+Lr46. This line also carried heterozygous alleles for 

Lr68 gene, so, this result suggest that it is possible to obtain a line with four resistance Lr alleles 

(Lr34+Lr37+Lr46+Lr68) using markers-assisted selection (MAS). The wheat breeding lines with two, three or four 

resistance alleles were identified in the F5 generation and will be used to accelerate the rust resistance breeding program 

at NARDI Fundulea. Furthermore, this study proves the value of MAS breeding strategy, for the acceleration of wheat 

rusts resistance cultivars development. 
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Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the 

most important cereals in the world. In Romania, 

wheat crop has a big role in the national economy. 

Among the limiting factors of wheat production, a 

great threat is represented by the foliar and head 

diseases such as rusts, powdery mildew, fusarium 

head blight, smuts, etc.  

In the context of climate change, at present, 

in Romania the rusts continue to be a problem for 

wheat production and so, a renewed challenge for 

breeders is to obtain new rust tolerant/resistant 

cultivars. Incorporating genes that confer tolerance 

and/or resistance to rusts in modern cultivars is an 

effective and friendly to environment way of 

protecting crops against pathogens. 

Leaf (brown) rust (LR) caused by Puccinia 

triticina Eriks, stem (black) rust (SR) caused by 

Puccinia graminis Pers. f.sp. tritici Eriks. & E. 

Henn. and stripe (yellow) rusts (YR) caused by 

Puccinia striiformis West. f. sp. tritici are diseases 

that continue to be a problem for wheat production 

worldwide. Generally, there are two ways to 

control leaf rust in wheat: chemical and genetic. 

Genetic control has advantages for environment 

and economy. 

Regarding the genetic resistance there are 

two classes of genes used by breeders in wheat 

rusts control. The first class (R genes), is referred 

to as “race specific resistance”, “gene for gene 

resistance” and “seedling resistance” also called 

all-stage resistance (ASR).  

The second class is called adult plant 

resistance (APR) because resistance is usually 

functional only in adult plants and express partial 

rust resistance. This is characterized by less and 

slower pathogen growth without a necrotic 

response (sometimes referred to as “slow rusting”) 

and durable (Lagudah E.S., 2011; Ellis J.G. et al, 

2014) showed that APR is often insufficient for 

crop protection during severe pathogen epidemics 

but is more durable and can offer good protection 

if more genes are combined. All these things make 

APR more interesting for wheat breeders. At 

present, the number of described genes, named Lr, 

involved in wheat leaf rust resistance reached at 80 

(Kumar S. et al, 2021) and of these only a few 

have slow rusting effect. 




